How Much is that Dalek in the Window?
Later that same afternoon...

by jolly r. blackburn
and steve johansson

so get this -- he’s EYE BALLING
my WAND OF DRAGON STRIKING...
and \ KNOW what he’s thinking.

\ fired TWO
charges at his mate.

no
fooling?

so this IDIOT of
a DRAGON was
just STANDING
there.

ONE at him.
and ONE into the
CEILING of his lair.

he didn’t
know if he
should RUN,
stay or PLAY
DEAD.

huh -- oh,
on account of a FUMBLE.
NEWT hit me in
the GNADS
with an
“ERRANT”
swing from
his BO STAFF.

anyway -- you could
SEE the DRAGON doing
the MATH in his head.

well,
that
sucks.

“does that wand hold
THREE CHARGES....?”
or is it the rare
“FIVE CHARGE variety.?”

you fired
one into
the CEILING?

it’s just ME and HIM.
the REST of the party is DOWN.
\’m pointin’ that WAND
right at his SNOUT makin’
like \ still have one
geezus.
GOOD charge left.
did he call
your BLUFF?

well, it was a STANDOFF to be sure.
who was gonna BLINK first?

RING¡¡
DING¡¡

so we just stood there and... um..

WHIR¡¡
w-whoah...

now who’s THIS
comin’ in...?

what the HELL...?

q q

CHATTER¡¡

q

KLANK¡

BANG



“oh bob’s fine! didn’t you see him give me the big ‘THUMBS UP’ before they shoved him into the AMBULANCE? he’ll be thanking me when they get him on that MORPHINE DRIP.”

—Pete Ashton, KODT Issue #40, Virtual Calamity
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-sputter-

KLANK¡

WHIR¡¡

j-JUMPIN’ BAJEEMERS!!

-brake-halt-

WARN-ING¡ WARN-ING¡
EX-TER-MI-NATE¡¡

HUU-MANS DE-TECT-ED¡¡

EX-TER-MI-NATE¡¡
what the sam
frickin’
dirk ding...

T-TAKE
COVER!!



“ \ must content myself with the thought that god had need of a great storyteller and
DM to run games in heaven, and gary is there now, on a wonderful screened in porch, with a
gentle breeze to waft away the cigar smoke, but not strong enough to blow his notes
around, beguiling and challenging the great minds around him to step into his world and
have some fun. my life is better for having known him, and \ will miss him greatly. ”

— Tim Kask “1st TSR Full time employee”
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